
Run 2249 – The Red Cow, Chrishall 

Hare – Hold it for Me 

Scribe – B@stard 
Pretty good turnout for this run in a beautiful part of Essex (Cambridge Hash? Wouldn't have 
happened in my day!) I counted somewhere in the region of 30. 

It was cold but a lovely sunny day. 

The GM welcomed a returnee - Gemma and her husband Adam Sweeney with their daughter Jamie. 
The hare then gave various instructions some which were true and some not. I didn't pay attention to 
this as I was too busy barracking. 

The pack set off leaving The Earl, Computer and myself to look at the village. Actually I went to look 
at the village pond to see if there was any bird life but it was somewhat stagnant and could do with a 
clean and some more water with just a solitary moorhen which hid as soon as I got there. 

Having been press-ganged into doing the write up (I can't imagine why!) I strolled - well. hobbled, 
back to the pub and started making notes (unheard of!) 

Apparently it was the same trail as last time but I'm fairly sure I didn't run in those days either. 
The pack came back quite late so that leads me to assume it was quite long but they all returned 
happy having enjoyed some lovely countryside and a well laid trail. Blowback was effusive in his 
praise and pointed out Wai Wai was the first runner back. 

Down downs featured: 

 The hare 
 Returnee Gemma etc - neither of them were drinking so the Earl and I very generously drank 

the beer for them. 
 Next up was Paparazzi for finally posting pictures on the web 
 Shamcock and Haven't got one were called in for pratting about but Shammy was then 

pulled out of the circle before returning immediately to dob in Mr Titanic for being stupid 
(surely a prerequisite for hashing?) but Mr Titanic had already left. 

 El Rave got one for being stupid before calling me in for breaking 4 hash records (all of these 
are debatable) 

o Most trails laid 
o Being the slowest person to hand in a run write up (apparently 9 years and 2 

months!) 
o I can't remember the next one. (Being the first person to reach beer stop on every run 

in 2021: edithare) 
o The last was for holding the most hash records. 

 Kermit then was ritually abused for holding a check and being stupid. 

The pub was very welcoming and the beer was good and a great time was had by all. 

Thanks to the hare and the committee for organising it. 

Owards, 
B@ 


